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Although they all accepted the fact that Lin Ziming was very powerful and
could compete with King Xiaoyao, the shock to them was still too great for
them to see King Xiaoyao being killed!
Especially for people in the martial world, it was an unprecedented blow.
Heaven Killing Sect is now up and down, and there is even more silence,
everyone’s eyes widened, dumbfounded, and they couldn’t believe what
happened before them.
Xiaoyao King was actually defeated. In their minds, the invincible Senior
Brother Xiaoyao in the same realm was actually defeated, and he was beaten
to death alive!
For all of them, this scene was too powerful and too cruel! !
So until a long, long time passed, no one made any noise.
However, for all warriors in China, that is great news!
Lin Ziming has won, the invincible instructor Lin they are facing has won!
After a few seconds of silence, all kinds of cheers, all kinds of hugs, all
kinds of tears erupted immediately.
As for Shangguan Shuyao in Yandu, she now shed tears silently, with a
smile on her face, and said softly: “Let me just say, you can definitely win,
you can definitely win…”
However, on the other side, Tian Jue was leaving China with Chu Fei
quickly, and he was about to take it back to Tianzong. Suddenly, the
communicator on his waist suddenly sounded. He took it out and listened.
He stood up, his face was amazed and angry.
“What?! Xiaoyao was actually beaten to death?! This…”
After he finished saying this sentence, he only felt that his eyes were dark,
even if he heard this message, he almost fainted.
Xiaoyao King is too important to him, and its importance is even greater
than that of his son Gong Chunqiu!
It was the existence he had high hopes for, but now he was beaten to death
by Lin Ziming?
The teachings of his life, his painstaking efforts, were thrown into water,
and they were all lost in the hands of Lin Ziming! !
And Chu Fei, who was on the side, was stunned for a moment after hearing
these words, and then couldn’t help but burst into ecstasy, and blurted out:
“Great!!!”
When she finished saying these words, she felt a huge murderous intent that
enveloped her heart. When she looked up, she found that it was her father,
and immediately closed her mouth, lowered her head, and stopped talking.
It’s just that the corner of her mouth can’t help but rise up.
The heart she had been holding, finally relaxed, Lin Ziming won, and Lin
Ziming won. In this way, she can feel relieved.
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In her heart, as long as Lin Ziming lives well, then she is satisfied. No
matter what happens in the future, when she thinks of Lin Ziming’s
happiness in this world, she will no longer be confused and afraid.
This is the performance of loving someone to the extreme. As long as the
other person is happy, then no matter how hard you suffer, it is worth it.
“Are you very happy?” Tian Jue’s tone was cold.
Chu Fei shook her head and said, “No.”
Tian Jue snorted heavily and said, “This Lin Ziming is dead!”
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